Comparison of data augmentation methods for legal document classification
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Abstract: Sorting out the legal documents by their subject matter is an essential and time-consuming task due to the large amount of data. Many machine learning-based text categorization methods exist, which can resolve this problem. However, these algorithms can not perform well if they do not have enough training data for every category. Text augmentation can resolve this problem. Data augmentation is a widely used technique in machine learning applications, especially in computer vision. Textual data has different characteristics than images, so different solutions must be applied when the need for data augmentation arises. However, the type and different characteristics of the textual data or the task itself may reduce the number of methods that could be applied in a certain scenario. This paper focuses on text augmentation methods that could be applied to legal documents when classifying them into specific groups of subject matters.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The digitalization of the judicial systems needs to process, categorize and pseudonymize many sensitive legal documents before they are published online [1–3]. This paper focuses only on the automatic categorization of legal documents. Text classification or text categorization is an essential branch in Natural Language Processing (NLP) [4–6], where the role of the different machine learning-based automatic text classification procedures is to automatically assign predefined labels for different documents (Fig. 1). For instance, the different legal documents can be sorted into different classes by their subject matter, such as theft, embezzlement, fraud, etc. [7].

Nevertheless, the classification of legal documents belongs to the class of multi-labeled categorization, which means that a legal document can belong to more than one legal category. This is a recent and relevant topic of research [7, 8]. There are different mathematical methods proposed to handle this task. Some of them use strategies – such as label powerset or binary relevance transformations [7, 9] – to convert back this selection into a single label classification task, while others extend the numerical methodologies to handle these kinds of tasks. Some examples of machine learning techniques from this latter group are: multi-label k-nearest neighbours, multi-label Naive Bayes, or multi-label AdaBoost [10].
Figure 1. General process of legal document categorization

Fig. 1. shows the general process of legal document categorization, where the A, B, and C categories refer to specific subject matters, e.g., a crime of theft, the invalidity of a contract, causing a traffic accident, etc. Subject matters are generally highly imbalanced, which is illustrated on the left side of Fig. 2. Here, the diagram represents the number of documents (training samples) belonging to different categories. Generally, machine learning models tend to perform better when having approximately the same amount of training data for each class. However, as Fig. 2. shows, in practice, usually this is not the case. In this case, when the dataset is highly imbalanced, or the minority class has only few members, data augmentation techniques can help balancing the dataset.

Figure 2. Augmenting imbalanced datasets

Text augmentation is a useful technique, which can automatically generate training samples. Hence, it can help to improve the performance of machine learning applications in this case. Data augmentation [11] is a well-known technique for training more robust machine learning models that have been successfully applied in the field of computer vision [12]. Generally, augmenting images is done by mirroring, rotating, cropping, scaling, flipping, etc., but these methods often cannot be applied on texts [13]. This is because the order of words is important in texts, and changing it could end up in sentences with completely different meanings. However, the need for augmenting data is not present only in the field of computer vision since imbalanced or small datasets occur in all types of machine learning applications. In case of imbalanced or small datasets, it is likely that the machine learning models overfit or do not fit well on training data. Hence augmentation can improve the robustness and performance of the models. Recently, many studies have been published to tackle the problem of data augmentation in the NLP field [14–16]. Some approaches depend more on the language or language models [14, 17], while others are (almost) independent [15, 18]. However, when applying text augmentation, one must pay attention to the characteristics of the text and the problem to be solved, since both of these may affect what type of augmentation techniques can be applied.

The main contribution of this work is providing a comprehensive survey on the possible text augmentation techniques in the case of legal document classification. Legal cases are relatively long (around 1,000-2,000 words), semi-structured texts. Therefore, certain parts of a case can be found in every document, generally well-spelled but not faultless documents. It is important to point out that matter of facts often consist of legal terms. Hence, certain words cannot be replaced or removed by any means. For example, theft, embezzlement, and fraud might be considered relatively close synonyms in general language, but they refer to three completely different types of crime in the legal context. These specialties of legal texts require special attention during the selection of the appropriate text classification methodology.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II. shows similar studies, Section III. presents a brief overview of typical text augmentation techniques and in Section IV a discussion of the useful techniques can be found.

II. SIMILAR STUDIES

Yan et al. presented a solution for augmenting legal documents [13]. Their work aimed to tackle a crime prediction problem, predicting the accusations of a case when the matter of fact is given. They applied three different techniques on sentence level:

- randomly scramble sentences in the sample,
- randomly delete sentences in the sample,
- randomly insert the sentences with the same label in other samples

The neural-based classifiers gained a lot of performance (11 %, F1-score) by the above-mentioned augmentation techniques when the training data was relatively small (10 thousand documents) but significantly
Another solution for augmenting legal documents is the TauJud framework, designed for augmenting Chinese legal cases [19]. The solution performs a two-step augmentation process, namely the Universal Augmentation and Judicial Augmentation steps. The former includes stop word deletion, back translation (RTT), and clipping, while the latter includes counterfactual data augmentation [20], and synonym replacement. It is possible to set what kind of augmentation steps have to be done and to choose multiple from these steps simultaneously. However, protecting words from augmentation is missing from the framework’s repertoire.

III. TYPICAL AUGMENTATION TECHNIQUES

1. Easy Data Augmentation

Easy Data Augmentation (EDA) has gained interest after defining four simple methods for augmenting textual data and showing the efficiency of this approach on five different classification tasks [15]. The methods were the following:

- Synonym Replacement (SR) – Select n pieces of words from the sentence that are not stopwords. Replace each of these words with one of its randomly chosen synonyms.
- Random Insertion (RI) – Pick a random word in a sentence. Add the randomly selected synonym of this word to a random position of the sentence.
- Random Swap (RS) – Swap position of randomly chosen word pairs n times.
- Random Deletion (RD) – Randomly delete words from the document with probability p.

The latter two methods are completely language-independent, while the first two require a language-dependent WordNet database [21]. Nevertheless, these methods do not require a pretrained language model like GPT-2 [22] or word embeddings [23–25]. The power of these techniques lies in the simplicity of the solution, while the authors reported significant gain (around 3% on average) by using these techniques on text classification tasks.

2. Round-trip translation

Round-trip Translation (RTT) is an augmentation technique that harnesses the fact that translating a text to a random language and translating back to the original one in the majority of the cases (depending on the length of the text) results in a slightly different text, yet preserving the original meaning [26–30]. The technique is also known as recursive, back-and-forth, and bi-directional translation.

3. Semantic similarity augmentation

By means of distributed word representations, semantically similar words can be identified [23]. Hence, textual data can be easily augmented by replacing a fraction of the original text with the nearest neighbours of the chosen words. This approach requires either pre-trained word embedding models for the language in question or enough data from the target application to build the embedding model [16]. Thus, this approach does not require access to a dictionary or thesaurus for a language to find synonyms [16]. This can be advantageous for languages where such resources are more difficult to obtain, but there is enough unsupervised text data to be able to build the embedding models [16]. As word embedding models e.g. Word2Vec [23], GloVe [25], FastText [24] could be used, but these models may not handle words that are homonyms (multiple-meaning words) properly. By transformer-based language models such as BERT [31], the representation for words can be obtained in a context-dependent manner, providing a better solution for homonyms but with significantly more effort.

4. Text generation

Another approach for text augmentation is to use pre-trained language models to generate random texts. While this could be made by an LSTM-based encoder-decoder network, this type of solution would require a significant amount of training data and would generate grammatically incorrect sentences [32]. Another, more sophisticated approaches would be using generative adversarial networks (GANs) [33], variational autoencoders (VAE) [34], or paraphrasing [35].

GPT [36], GPT-2 [22] models are capable of producing grammatically correct, high-quality texts even when fine-tuned on small training data [14]. Nevertheless, the lack of ability to preserve or protect certain words from the original text cannot be assured by this method either.
5. Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique

This technique is somewhat different from the already mentioned ones. Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) cannot be applied to the original text, but on its representations [37].

The basic idea of this method is, that by assuming that in the representation space the points between samples from minority class also belong to the minority class. Hence, creating synthetic samples is done by selecting random points from the lines between original data points as Fig. 3 shows. These synthetic data points serve as extra data for training a classifier.

![Synthetic samples](image)

**Figure 3. Applying Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique on an imbalanced dataset to generate new training samples and create a more balanced training dataset.**

### IV. EVALUATION OF AUGMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR SUBJECT MATTER CLASSIFICATION

Due to the special characteristics of legal cases, namely the length of the documents and the presence of legal terms, some methods are mentioned in Section III. cannot be applied. In the case of Easy Data Augmentation solutions Random Deletion could be used but with a restriction of not deleting specific words, called protected words. These are the words that refer to a certain subject matter, but in other applications, the need for having a list of protected words may also arise. Random Swap could be used without restrictions. However, one may have to keep in mind that in certain cases, this would not make much sense, e.g., when using word-order-independent document representation forms like tf-idf vectorization, or calculating document vectors by averaging word embeddings [38, 39]. Both Synonym Insertion and Synonym Replacement can be applied, but only with caution since adding synonyms of legal terms may end up in changing labels that are not wanted during augmenting data. One solution for this would be the same as mentioned before: by defining a list of protected words, these words cannot be used during random selection, ensuring that the most important words will not change. WordNet [21] provides different domains that can be used to restrict the scope of words for searching synonyms. For instance, synonyms for time-related data, colors, geographical locations, etc., will not change the label of the augmented legal case, yet provide another case that is somewhat different from the original, in other words augmenting the original case. It is important to point out that the quality of methods based on synonyms is highly dependent on whether the words in a text are stemmed or lemmatized or left as they are. This is true especially for highly inflected languages (e.g. German, Spanish, Russian, Hungarian), since WordNet databases contain lemmas only, so the number of words that can be selected for synonym modification (replacement or insertion), is usually significantly higher when the input text has been lemmatized beforehand.

The method of Round-trip Translation cannot be used as an augmentation method since there is no control over the words in the document. One cannot define protected words. As mentioned before, this would be important, since this way, after the double translation, the augmented document would not have the same label as the original one. The same problem arises with text generation solutions that can be useful in many applications, but there are no guarantees that the legal terms will be generated properly or will be kept intact.

Semantic similarity augmentation method is also an option that could be used during the augmentation of legal cases to classify the subject matters. The principle of using a list of protected words is also important here, since the most similar words to a given word depend on factors, like what kind of text the model was trained on etc., so keeping certain words intact otherwise would be practically impossible. These embedding models capture semantic similarities by assuming that words occurring in the same or similar contexts have similar meanings. An advantage of this method is that nearest neighbours of a certain word are not only synonyms, but words that occur in similar contexts, so a wider, more general augmentation is possible with these methods. However, it is important to emphasize that the nearest neighbours are highly dependent on the corpus on which the data was trained on and the size of the embedding vector. Another drawback of this method is the question of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words. If the given document contains many OOV words, the quality of the augmented document may be affected. There are so-
olutions to handle this problem. One of them is using FastText embeddings that can map any word into the embedding space, even if they are OOV words, by harnessing the power of subword information. Moreover, this type of embedding proved to perform well on highly inflected languages [24]. However, using FastText embeddings can be a double-edged sword since applying it on OOV words can result in useful embeddings and completely useless ones. Hence, careful analysis has to be made before deciding for or against using FastText to deal with OOV words.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Data augmentation is a very important technique that has proven its effectiveness in a high variety of machine learning tasks. This paper provided a brief overview of textual data augmentation techniques, putting more emphasis on classification of legal cases and comparing the available solutions. Current solutions can be applied on short texts e.g. on sentence level and may be ineffective on longer texts in terms of run time. Legal texts contain a lot of legal terms that have to be handled with caution when augmenting data since synonyms of these terms may refer to a completely different legal term, adding a significant bias to the augmented data. It can be stated that none of the mentioned solutions deal with this issue, however, some of them can be extended to solve it but not all of them. Generally, the more augmentation steps are applied, the better the expected quality of the augmented dataset will be reached, but there is no golden rule, which can be applied for every single problem.
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